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In theory, cochlear implants hold out the possibility of enabling profoundly prelingually deaf
children to hear. For these children's parents, who are usually hearing, this possibility is a great relief.
Yet the decision to have this prosthetic device implanted ought not to be viewed as an easy or obvious
one. Implant efficacy is modest and the burdens associated with them can be great. Moreover, the
decision to forgo cochlear implantation for one's child, far from condemning her to a world of meaningless
silence, opens the child up to membership in the Deaf community, which has a rich history, language, and
value system of its own.
n the Country of the Blind the One-eyed
Man is King."Or so thought Nunez, the protagonist of an H.G. Wells story who finds
himself the sole person with sight in a community of people who haveall been blind for fifteen
generations.'Surroundedby persons he considers
disabled, Nunez sets out to convince the inhabitants of the country of the blind that they are
missing out on a greatdeal becauseof their blindness. Despite his best efforts,however,the blind are
not persuadedby his rhetoric,and Nunez, exasperated by their lack of understanding,shouts: "You
don't understand... You are blind, and I can see."
Broken, Nunez gives up his attempts to convince
the blind of his superiorityand in an interesting
role reversalhe himselfbecomes the subject of an
attempt to be assimilatedinto the community of
the blind. Convinced that all of Nunez'stalk about
such obvious nonsense as "sight"and "blindness"is
due to the effect of Nunez'sprominent eyes on his
brain function, the community doctor proclaims:
"And I think I may say with reasonablecertainty
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that, in order to cure him completely,all that we
need do is a simple and easy surgicaloperationnamely,to remove these irritantbodies"-his eyes.
To which a blind elder replies:"ThankHeaven for
science!"
Wells'sstory of confrontationswith differenceis
surprisinglyrelevantto a discussionabout the permissibility of using cochlear implants on prelingually deaf children. Given that 90 percent of deaf
children are born to hearingparents,it should not
surpriseus that hearing parents,upon discovering
that their child is deaf, perceivethe child as essentially differentand seek out any means availableto
removethis difference.These parentshave realized,
after all, that they have a "disabled"child; a child
who is "abnormal."And this designationof abnormality,far from being a neutral,descriptivecategory, carriesevaluativeimport:2the child will be perceived through the socially availableconstructions
of normal functional ability and the attendantsignificance of deviation from the establishednorm.
Accordingto many among the hearing,the life of a
deaf person is a priori an unfortunateand pitiable
life, and is considered by some to be a full-scale
tragedy. The hearing parents of the deaf child,
themselves members of hearing society and well
awareof the so-calledabnormalityof deafness,will
July-August1997
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naturally turn to the medical community in the hope that their child's
disabilitywill be "fixed."
In the hands of the medical professionals, the deaf child is put
through a battery of auditory tests
designed to uncover defects and, in
fact, to "decompose"the child into
"functions and deficits."3The deaf
child is then placed into one of many
available categories: severe or profound hearingimpairment,moderate
hearingimpairment,or some residual
hearingpresent.One otologist invidiously categorizes such patients as
being bronze,silver,or gold performers, respectively.4If the hearing impairment is sufficiently severe, the
child will be a potentialcandidatefor
a cochlearimplant-a prostheticdevice that can presumably correct
deafness.
The parents discover in their interactionswith the medicalteam that
the socially available,culturallyconstructed views of difference are not
limited to the general public: the
medical community too conceptualizes deafness essentially as disability
and abnormality.But it goes further
than that, for the perils of deafness
are great. Images of banishment and
isolation abound. One writer claims
that the deaf are "cut off from their
families and other hearing people."5
Echoing this sentiment, an otologist
writes that the deaf are "likeforeigners in their own country."6The medical profession, implicitly endorsing
Samuel Johnson'sremark that deafness is "one of the most desperateof
human calamities,"has adopted the
goal of fixing the hearing loss of its
young patients.7
Such an approachis clearlyapparent in a recenteditorialby the editorin-chief of an ear, nose, and throat
journal.Referringto the world of the
deaf as "aworld of silence,"the editor-in-chief writes, "There is in fact
little reasonto condemnanyone to be
a prisonerof deafness,"and goes on
to conclude, "Itis not only to the advantage of the child and his or her
family to eliminate hearing loss, but
also to society, which will see in-

creased benefits from these productive individuals"(emphasisadded).8
The implications are clear: the
deaf serve no useful purpose in our
society, and should be "cured"or
"fixed"so that, among other things,
we will all benefit from their newfound "productivity."9

parentalmotivation, these considerations underscoremy claim that the
intervention of cochlear implantation can be thought of as one that
determinescommunity membership.
Struck by the otherness of the life
that they imagine their child will
lead-a life they imagine to be like
their own lives would become if they
were
now suddenlyto lose their hearThe Problem
ing-parents will usually choose to
central
concern
of
this
paper provide their child with as much
The
is the problematicuse of coch- hearingas is medicallypossibleeither
lear implants in "prelingually"deaf to preventa chasm from opening up
children;namely,those who are born betweenthem and their child (so that
deaf or who become deaf before any their child is in the same community
meaningful acquisition of oral lan- as they are),or to avertwhat they beguage has taken place (roughly, be- lieve will be the tragedies of a life
fore three or four years of age). My bereftof sound (so that their child is
argumentsagainstthe use of cochlear in the "better"community).
The hope these parents have is
implantsdo not apply to postlingualdeafened
adolescents
and
adults.
made
ly
possible by the cochlear imAnd while I will be principallycon- plant, an electronic device that concerned throughout with deaf chil- sists of an externally worn speech
dren of hearingparents,my views are processor and headset transmitter,
equallyapplicableto deaf childrenof and a surgicallyimplanted receiverdeaf parents.
stimulator. Incoming speech is
In theory, the use of cochlearim- processed and transmitted through
plantsholds out the possibilityof giv- the skin to the implanted device,
ing hearingto profoundlyprelingual- which then directly stimulates the
ly deaf children. In this regard,the auditorynerve of the child, thus byuse of cochlear implants in prelin- passing the dysfunctionalnerve endgually deaf children may be conings within the deaf child's cochlea.
ceived of as an interventionthat can Not all children who are born with
determinecommunity membership. profoundlyimpairedhearing,howevIn other words, the cochlearimplant er, are potential candidatesfor cochis intended to help the deaf child ul- learimplantation.The National Institimately learn an oral language and, tutes of Health, in its consensusstatein so doing, to facilitatethe assimila- ment dealing with cochlearimplants
tion of the implant-usingchild into in adults and children,recentlyarticthe mainstream hearing culture. ulateda set of eligibilitycriteriato aid
When the child receives a cochlear clinicians in identifying those who
implant, he or she is put on a lifelong might reasonablybe expectedto bencourse of education and habilitation, efit from a cochlear prosthetic. Prothe focus of which is the acquisition spective candidates must be older
of an oral language,and ultimately,a than two yearsof age;they must have
meaningful engagement with the profoundbilateralsensorineuralhearhearingworld.
ing loss with a hearing threshold
Hearing parents,not surprisingly, greaterthan 90 dB (as a point of refalmost always decide that it is in erence, the threshold of those withtheir child's best intereststo be "like out hearingloss is less than 25 dB)'0;
us";that is, to be hearing.Of course, they must have used conventional
given our predominantlyhearingso- hearing or vibrotactileaids and have
ciety, parentsarealso likely to believe receivedlittle or no benefit from such
that being hearing is objectivelybet- aids; the family and the child must
ter than being deaf. Regardlessof the display high motivation and appro-
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priateexpectationsvis-a-visthe cochlear implant; and there must be no
medical, financial, or psychosocial
contraindicationsto implantation.1'
Once selected and implanted,
however,what can the child and the
family expect from the cochlear implant? The most basic aim of the
cochlearimplant is to help the child
perceive sound, and in this limited
capacitythe implant does work. Ultimately, however, the pragmaticgoal

speech, and ultimately,to function in
oral English. As one enthusiastic
otologist claimed, "cochlearimplants
can drastically alter the future for
most hearing-impairedchildren and
take them into the 21st century as
productive citizens in the hearing
community."'2
Has experienceborne out such a
proclamation?The resultsof longitudinal studies suggest that many deaf
children who use and train with
cochlear implants
for extended periof time do not
ods
We should rethink the policy o f using
improve their oral
communication
deaf
implants in many prelingually
skills sufficientlyto
enable them to be'tions.
children and examine other op !tions.
come functioning
membersof hearing
society. In terms of
of the cochlearimplant is to facilitate speech recognition, the gains affordthe entrance of the previously deaf ed by cochlearimplantationfor many
child into the hearingcommunity.To prelinguallydeaf childrenaremodest,
accomplish this end, the following especiallyif we recallthat these chilthree conditions must obtain. First, dren areengagedin auditorytraining
the implant-using child must learn and habilitation every day, be it at
how to perceive, not merely sound, home with the parents,in the clinic,
but speech.That is, the child must be or in the school.'3 Similarlymodest
able to identify parts of speech-for
gains are observedwhen it comes to
that
the
word
the
example,
just spoken
speech production capabilitiesof
has two syllables and that the stress implant-using children. A recent
is on the second syllable. And the study showed that after five years of
child must be able to identify spoken implant use the mean score for corwords-for example, that the word rect pronunciation of vowel sounds
just spoken was "dog."Second, once was 70 percent;although 70 percent
the child can identify speech and its is encouraging,this is a small benefit
components, she must then learn won only afterfive hardyearsof oral
how to produceintelligiblespeechher- language habilitation, and a benefit
self; if one is to function in the hear- that doubtfully brings the child closing world, one must be understood. er to the ultimate goal of immersion
Finally,the child must be able to ac- in the hearingculture.'4Moreover,in
quire an oral language, by which I another study that measured the
mean that the child must be able to speech intelligibility of prelingually
hearand understandspeechand then deaf children who had used their
be able to respond intelligibly in cochlearimplantsfor threeand a half
grammaticallycorrectspeech.
yearsor more, only approximately40
Given the above three necessary percentof the words spoken by these
conditions for the possibility of be- childrenwere understoodby a panel
coming a fully functional member of of three persons.'5
Of course, there will always be
hearing society, the idea behind the
cochlearimplant is simple: the more success stories among implant-using
speech a child can perceive,the easi- prelinguallydeaf children. Yet such
er it will be for that child to under- successesareso infrequentthat focusstand speech, to produce intelligible ing on them would misrepresentclin16
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ical reality.Despite the limited successesof the few, and despite the successes of the many on audiological
tests of lesserimportance,the performance of the cohort of interest on
speech perception, production, and
intelligibilityis quite poor. The oral
language acquisition skills in many
implant-usingchildrenis at this stage
essentiallynonexistent.
The vexing clinical problem presentedby prelinguallydeaf childrenis
that unlike postlingually deafened
children or adults, the prelingually
deafenedchild has no solid linguistic
foundationin placepriorto the onset
of deafnessto enable the learningof
an oral language.While the postlingually deafened person, once fitted
with a cochlear implant, can maintain his or her presentspeechproduction capabilitiesand relearnto hear,
the prelingually deaf child using a
cochlearimplant must be intensively
taught and trained to recognizeand
produce each vowel and consonant
sound and each word from the
ground up. For the implant-using
prelinguallydeaf child, then, the path
to oral language development is a
long and arduous one beset with
many pitfalls, where there seems to
be no guaranteethat the destination
will be reached.
Overcoming the
Narrative of Disability
evidence suggests, then, that
the benefits of cochlearimplantation in many prelinguallydeaf children are modest. A generalproblem
with the informationavailableis that
it has only been a little over six years
since the U.S. Food and Drug Administration gave pre-market approval to implant children with the
Nucleus-22 multichannel cochlear
implant. Longitudinal studies with
longer follow-up periods would be
needed to determine more clearly
what the peak benefitsof implant use
can be in this population. Nonetheless, with the availableinformation,
we might reasonablyask whether the
benefits associated with the use of
The
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cochlear implants outweigh the burdens of this procedure,and whether
there areother reasonableoptions for
deaf children.Although the cochlear
implant works quite well in populations of postlingually deafened persons,'6the good resultsof those studies simply cannot be generalizedto
prelinguallydeafened children. I believe that given the current state of
knowledge vis-a-vis cochlearimplant
efficacy,the burdens associatedwith
cochlear implant use do indeed outweigh the benefits and we should rethink the policy of using implants in
many prelinguallydeaf children and
examine other options.
However,as with many newly introduced medical interventions,it is
not unreasonableto expect that five
to ten years hence, when more follow-up yearshave been observedand
when possibleimprovementsin technology have been made, otologists
and audiologistswill be able to claim
greatersuccessesfor the cochlearimplant in prelingually deaf children.
Yet even if such were the case, I
would invoke another,perhapsmore
fundamental critique. It is my contention that the predominant view
of deafness-that the deaf are "merely and wholly" disabled'7-is wrong
and that we should quickly disabuse
ourselvesof this ill-begotten notion.
Considered in the proper light, the
decision to forgo cochlear implantation for one's child, far from condemning a child to a world of meaningless silence, opens the child up to
membership in the Deaf community, a unique community with a rich
history, a rich language, and a value
system of its own.18Thus, contraryto
popularlyheld beliefs, the child who
is permitted to remain deaf can look
forward to acquiring a language,
namely, American Sign Language
(ASL),or whateversigned languageis
indigenousto the child'sgeographical
area. And when the child has acquired such a language, she thereby
possesses the language of an active
culturaland linguisticminoritygroup,
which can then serveas the linguistic
foundationsupon which new written

languagescan be built, therebyensuring access to the wider hearing society. Once we conceive of the Deaf as
being members of a linguistic and
cultural minority, our moral landscape should be altered. My beliefs
regardingthe value of Deaf culture,
the richnessof the lives of Deaf persons, and the importance of recognizing and overcoming our cultural
biases regarding the Deaf would
thereforebe unchangedby a dramatic improvementin implant efficacy.
What I hope to demonstrate,then,
is that parents of prelingually deaf
childrenhave a reasonablebasisupon
which to refusea cochlearimplantfor
their child, either presently,because
of a mix of reasons, including poor
implant efficacy,the burdens associated with ineffective implant use,
and the benefits of membership in
the Deaf community,or at some unknown point in the future when
cochlear implants might work with
greatlyimproved efficacy,because of
the benefits of membership in the
Deaf community. I do not endorse
the view that the only reason it is
acceptable to be a member of the
Deaf community is that there is no
way to treat one's impaired hearing.
This paper represents,then, one response to a currentmedical and societal state-of-affairs.I ask: Given the
efficacy of cochlear implants in
prelinguallydeaf children, and given
the authentic nature of signed languages and Deaf communities, what
are some of the options availablefor
prelinguallydeaf children,and which
option might be reasonable to
choose? While many may find the
terms in which the debate is presently carried out philosophically uninteresting,preferringinstead to examine a possible world where cochlear
implants were significantly efficacious, the presentmoral problemas I
see it seems sufficiently worthy of
attention.
It is importantat this point to understand why the goal of implantation and oral language habilitation
has been pursuedso aggressively.It is
not, I would claim, being pursued

simply because of the benefits that
come with being able to hearin a predominantlyhearingsociety,but more
importantlyit is also being pursued
becauseof the perceivedburdensassociated with being deaf. Indeed,
given the rather poor efficacy of
cochlear implants in many prelingually deaf children, there seems to
be an implicit belief that while implants may not work that well, surely
some hearing and oral language,
however rudimentary,is better than
none. To take one example,supporters of cochlearimplantuse frequently
recite the fact that by the age of five,
a child with no hearing impairment
will commonly have a vocabularyof
between 5,000 and 26,000 words,
while at the same age a deaf child will
have a far inferiorvocabularyof only
200 signed or spoken words.19The
implication of this line of thought is
that deaf children should be fitted
with cochlear implants and that exclusive oral language instruction
should be pursued aggressively so
that such tragic outcomes can be
avoided. While this reasoning does
display its own internal logic, it
shows little sensitivity to the deaf
child's educational context, and to
the history of the education of the
deaf,which has producedgenerations
of deaf persons who have suffered
from linguistic and educational neglect.20Once we recognize that historicallydeaf childrenhave been educated predominantlyin an oral-only
environment-despite their imperfect auditory systems and to the exclusion of ASL training-it should
not surpriseus that theirvocabularies
areoften much smaller,and thatitheir
emotional and social developmentso
often lagsbehind that of theirhearing
counterparts.
To be sure, the education of deaf
children has improved somewhat in
the last forty years,but the denial of
the Deaf perspectivechiefly remains.
For example, legislation,in the form
of the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA-B) of 1975,
mandatedthat the educationalsegregation of deaf children be stopped
HASTINGS CENTER REPORT 17
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suited, inimicalin fact, to theirneeds,
perpetuatesthe stereotypicalview of
deaf people as disabled and slower
witted than their hearing counterparts.Againstsuch an historicalbackground, the properresponseis not to
maintain that deaf people will unavoidably lead impoverished and
fragmentarylives, but
rather to start paying
attention to the Deaf
The deaf child no less than the hesaring
*_i........
point of view and to
realize that positive
child has all the requisite skills th at will
-A-"- ..
change can thereby be
enable her to achieve a different, but
effected.
As with previous
- `-....""1
no less human, expressive potent ial.
strategiesfor the deaf,
the decision to pursue
cochlear implantation
the cost of a dramaticdecreasein the and auditory habilitation for one's
quality of their education.21Often, child also has burdensassociatedwith
the best that the deaf student can it beyond the failure to achieve oral
hope for is to be given access to an language competence. The child
unskilled ASL interpreter,or to an whose life is centeredupon disability
and the attempt to overcomeit grows
interpreter in the classroom who
knows no ASL and who works only up in a context that continuallyreinin manuallycoded English-a manu- forcesthis disability,despitehis or her
al form of English that follows the own best effortsto hear and to speak
rules of English grammar,and that and despite the diligent work of the
seems not to help deaf childrenlearn educatorsof the deaf and hearing-imEnglish.2 The life of a deaf child in paired. These children are therefore
such a mainstreamededucationalen- alwaysawarethat they are outsiders,
vironment can also be very difficult and not merely outsiders, but outsocially. A boy in the eighth grade sidersattemptingto be on the inside.
who testifiedbeforethe U.S. Nation- This narrative of disability within
al Council on Disabilities began by which the deaf implant-using child
declaring, "I'm not disabled, just lives is not the only one availableto
deaf,"and went on to give an account her.There is an alternatenarrativein
of how it feelsto be forcedinto an ed- reference to which the child may
ucationalenvironmentwhere the fo- judge her own life and it is the one
cus is on oral Englishacquisition.He that existswithin the Deaf communitestified:"Learningthrough an inter- ty. Simply put, my concerns about
preteris very hard;it's bad sociallyin the burdens of using cochlear imthe mainstream;you are alwaysout- plants in prelingually deaf children
numbered;you don'tfeel like it'syour can be reducedto a clusterof considschool; you never know deaf adults; erations grouped under the heading
you don'tbelong;you don'tfeel com- of "opportunitycosts." One of the
fortable as a deaf person." Another main burdens of implanting a child
boy, also attempting to learn oral and setting her on the courseof audiEnglishat school, put it more starkly: tory habilitationis that it deprivesher
"I hate it if people know I am deaf."23 of the alternatelinguistic, educationThe perspectiveof the Deaf in cre- al, and social opportunitiesthat the
ating educationalpoliciesfor the Deaf Deaf community can offer her,while
has mostly been ignored, and conse- (presently)offering a poor guarantee
quently, the outcome of the "educa- that functional membership in the
tion" of deaf children by means ill- hearingcommunity will materialize.
and that the deaf be "mainstreamed"
into regular hearing classrooms so
that their oral skills would improve,
and with them their emotional and
social skills. However, with its emphasison educationalintegration,the
IDEA-B purchased increased access
to oral education for deaf childrenat

18
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Contrary to what many believe,
the Deaf community has a distinct
history, language, and value system
that playsa centralrole in the lives of
its members. Two prominent membersof the AmericanDeaf community have noted that the beliefs and
practicesthat make up the cultureof
Deaf people should not be viewed
simply as "a camaraderiewith others
who have a similar physical condition," but ratheras "likemany other
culturesin the traditionalsense of the
term, historicallycreatedand actively
transmitted across generations."2
Members of the Deaf community
have their own language that, far
from being merely a means of communication, is also, as are other languages, a "repository of cultural
knowledge and a symbol of social
identity."25In contrast to Helmer
Myklebust'sclaims that the manual
signed languages of Deaf persons
were "inferiorto the verbalas a language" because they lacked "precision, subtlety, and flexibility," and
that humans would not be able to
achieve their "ultimate potential"
through signed languages,26Carol
Padden and Tom Humphries have
arguedthat
Despite the misconceptions,for
Deaf people,theirsign languageis
a creationof their historyand is
what allowsthem to fulfillthe potential for which evolution has
prepared them-to attain full
human communicationas makers
and users of symbols.(emphasis
added)(p. 9)
Thus, the deaf child no less than the
hearing child has all, the requisite
skillsthat will enableher to achievea
different,but no less human, expressive potential.
The key point is that this narrative
is a validatingnarrative,it is, in other
words, a socially available story to
which the child may refer when
building his own life and making
sense of that life and the lives of
those aroundhim. As the child learns
about adult members of his Deaf
community, or historic Deaf figures,
July-August 1997
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or the historyof ASL, or Deaf poetry
and theater he "gains ideas of [the]
possible lives that he can lead and
finds a basisfor self-esteemin a [hearing] society that insists he is inferior."27But it does more than that: it
also provides a basis for self-respect,
that is, for the Deaf child's sense of
dignity accordingto the communitys
acceptance and valorization of the
Deaf way of being-in-the-world.28
Identificationwith the Deaf community is important, then, because it
opens up a cultural space within
which the Deaf themselves
may establish their own norms, and within
which one's sense of personaldignity
is thereby engendered.Access to the
validatingnarrativeof the Deaf community will thus enable Deaf children to see themselvesin a more positive light, while their peers and
teachers will see them in this way
and relateto them as similarlysituated individualsin a sharedstory.
The implant-usingchild, although
nominally within hearing culture, is,
as I have claimed, virtually condemned to be an outsider-not only
from the perspectiveof the hearing
world, but also from the perspective
of the Deaf world, which generally
looks down upon those who attempt
to be, as they say, ORAL. The child
who embraces Deaf culture, on the
other hand, will have a context, he
will have a milieu in which to make
sense of his life, and he will be an
insider.
A key component of this view involves regarding members of the
Deaf community as part of a linguistic minority. In my discussion of the
goals of cochlear implants above, I
claimed that the aim of the implant
was to facilitatethe entry of the hearing-impaired child into the hearing
world. Two of the necessaryconditions of entry were sufficientlycompetent speech productioncapabilities
as well as the acquisition of an oral
language. But as I claimed, intelligible speech production is virtually
denied to many implant-using prelingually deaf children, and consequently,so too is orallanguageacqui-

sition. Indeed, although intelligible
orallanguageacquisitionis only marginally possible, languageacquisition
need not be at all: "signor speechcan
serveas the vehicle of language."29
As with other signed languages,
ASL is not a manualversion of English; it is, rather,a distinct language
with a syntax and a grammarindeas
pendent of English.30"Languages,"
Harlan Lane has observed, "have
evolvedwithin communitiesin a way
responsiveto the needs of those communities.ASL is attuned to the needs
of the deaf community in the United
States; English is not."31This point
has important consequences for the
issue at hand. For the prelingually
deaf child, signed languages are acquired with far greaterfacility than
spoken languages are acquired by
those using cochlear implants, and
there is no evidence to indicate that
the use of ASL will interferewith the
child's ability to learn written English, or any other written languages.32
On the contrary, the deaf children
who performthe best on measuresof
educational and language achievement are the 10 percent who come
from deaf parents and who learned
ASL as a firstlanguage.33
Thus, learning ASL as a primary language will
enablethe learningof written English
as a second language,and this familiarity with written English leads to
further successes in the educational
and occupationaldisciplinesto which
the writtenword gives access,thereby
increasing the Deaf person's links
with the wider hearingcommunity.
Placing prelinguallydeaf children
in an environment where they can
only learn oral language through an
imperfectauditorysystem (even with
cochlear implants) disadvantages
many of them because not only do
they fail to acquirean oral language,
but perhaps more harmfully, their
exposure to ASL is delayed, thus
making their acquisitionof ASL (and
written English) far more difficult
and incomplete.34The delay in the
acquisitionof ASL causedby the implant-using child's attempt to learn
an oral languagewill delay the child's

exposureto and engagementwith the
Deaf community, and is unlikely to
help the child assimilate into the
hearingcommunity. Denying prelingually deaf children the opportunity
to immerse themselves immediately
in ASL puts them betweentwo cultures and within neither of them, a
situationwe should striveto avoid.
Thinking Clearly about
Deafness and Disability
Ibegan this paper with a story
about a dual confrontation with
difference:a confrontation between
vision and blindness.Just as Nunez's
disbeliefthat the blind could actually
be happy and fulfilledwithout vision
was inappropriate,so have I argued
that the belief that the Deaf need be
cut off from the world is similarlyinappropriateand shows a greatlack of
understanding on the part of the
hearing. Medical professionals and
the hearing parents of deaf children
should be finely awareof the consequences of implanting a prelingually
deaf child with a cochlearprosthetic.
Cochlear implantation is, as I suggested above, a unique intervention
in that it may rightlybe conceivedof
as one that determines community
membership. It is therefore all the
more important for those who are
touched by this debate to carefully
considerthe socialcontext in which it
takesplace and to realizethat it is an
issue informedby many perspectives.
Since cochlearimplant technology is
relatively new, it is therefore much
more urgent to be aware of and responsiveto the historicaltreatmentof
deaf persons. Many of our present
ideas regardingthe deaf are a direct
result of the historical silencing of
this population and the exclusively
oral educationalpolicies for the deaf
that this silencing set in motion, the
tragicresultsof which can still be witnessed today. Given this historical
backgroundand its social and educational legacy,it is not surprisingthat
the idea of letting one'schild be Deaf
is met with shock and opposition.
But if one has a more realisticview of
HASTINGS CENTER REPORT 19
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what cochlearimplants can and cannot do, of what deafnessis and is not,
and of the richlyrewardinglives Deaf
people can lead, then it is by no
means clear that the use of cochlear
implants is justified in many prelingually deaf children, nor again is it
clearthat hearingparentsof deaf children areawareof the options open to
them when faced with the question
of how to raisetheir deaf child.
The decision to forgo cochlear
implantation for one's child is undoubtedly a difficult one for hearing
parentsto make. Not only must parents considertheir child'sfuture,they
must also considertheir own interests
and that of other family members.
What will it be like to have a deaf
child?How difficultwill it be to learn
ASL?Will a deaf child adverselyaffect family dynamics?Although the
child is the particularfamily member
who is deaf, the family unit as a
whole is undoubtedlyaffectedby the
deafness.35
Consequently,the attitude
and commitment of the hearingfamily members towardthe deaf child is
of central importance to the child's
emotional, educational, and social
progress,as well as to the integrityof
the family.36Deaf children need not
be estrangedfrom their hearingfamilies (as some haveclaimed)if the family members are willing to make the
required social changes and if they
commit to learning ASL with their
child. Indeed, one might say in general that communication between
hearingand Deaf personsis primarily
about connection ratherthan sound.
A recognitionof this fact will make it
clear to parents that they can, with
sustainedeffortsto be sure,raisetheir
deaf child in such a way that he or
she can lead a fulfillingand complete
life.
In my case for the legitimacyand
importance of the Deaf community
to the prelinguallydeaf child, I hope
I have provided reasonablegrounds
upon which parents can refuse
cochlearimplantsfor their child. It is
impossible, of course, to construct a
convincing argument that will be
applicableto all deaf children, given
20

the different expressive capabilities
(sign or oral) that such childrenwill
invariablypossess.But I hope to have
avoided some of the problematicelements that come with, on the one
hand, the arguments of those who
maintain that all cochlear implantation is a form of cultural genocide,
and, on the other hand, the arguments of those who believe that
cochlearimplantsarea panacea.
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